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Abstract—In order to provide high quality of service broadcasting systems, predicting the electric field strength in all the receiving points and generating the coverage map of the transmitter are very important. Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) based ray theoretical models could be used to predict the electric field and generate the coverage map in a short time. In order to eliminate the non-successive obstacles in the scenario and to reduce the computation time of UTD Model, Convex Hull (CH) technique is used for the first time. After this point, this model is named as Uniform Theory of Diffraction with Convex hull (UTD-CH) Model. Moreover, how operating frequency, obstacle height, and the distance between the obstacles affect the coverage map of optimum base station location are researched by using UTD based models. In this study, UTD, Slope Uniform Theory of Diffraction (S-UTD), Slope Uniform Theory of Diffraction with Convex Hull (S-UTD-CH), and UTD-CH models are used for comparisons. Furthermore, computation times of UTD based models are compared.

1. INTRODUCTION

Prediction of the electric field strength and generating the coverage map is vital for high quality of service (QoS) digital radio broadcasting systems. In order to supply this situation a great number of electromagnetic wave propagation models have been proposed along the history. Geometrical optics (GO) model was used to predict the electric field strength previously. GO model can explain the reflected and direct fields. However, GO model cannot calculate the field strength accurately behind an obstacle owing to that GO model does not explain the diffracted fields. In order to solve the diffracted field problem of GO model, Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) model is studied by [1–3]. Also it is asserted that diffracted wave is uniform in [4]. GTD model is an extension to GO model by adding extra diffracted waves. GTD model has failed to calculate the electric fields in the vicinity of the optical boundaries [5, 6]. Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) model is proposed by Kouyoumjian and Pathak as an extension to GTD model in order to reduce the erroneous results at the optical boundaries [7]. UTD model loses the accuracy of predicted electric field strength as the observation, diffraction, and source points are close to the same line [8]. In other words, if the obstacle is in the transition zone of the previous ones, UTD model loses the accuracy [9]. Some UTD based simulation tools like FEKO and Winprop are also used to find coverage map and calculate the electric field [10, 11]. Another model is proposed to remove the penalty of UTD model for curved structures [12]. By this model, curved structure can be modeled more exactly. In order to remove the discontinuity and error of UTD model in the transition zone, Slope Uniform Theory of Diffraction (S-UTD) model is introduced with adding extra derivative terms [13–15]. As the diffraction number increases, S-UTD model loses the accuracy of predicting the electric field strength [16]. In order to solve the computation time and accuracy problem of S-UTD model, Slope Uniform Theory of Diffraction with Convex Hull (S-UTD-CH) model is introduced for knife-edge and wedge type obstacle [17, 18]. If the obstacles heights in a given scenario
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are close to each other, Slope UTD and Slope UTD with Convex hull models obtain approximately the same outcomes [19, 20].

In this paper, Uniform Theory of Diffraction with Convex Hull (UTD-CH) model is firstly presented, and extensive simulation results of comparison of models are provided. UTD-CH model is based on convex hull and Fresnel zone concept. Firstly, Fresnel zone is drawn between the transmitter and receiver, and then some nonsuccessive obstacles outside the zone are excluded from the scenario. After the exclusion of some obstacles, the previously mentioned convex hull is constructed with the rest obstacles as explained in [17]. Finally, UTD algorithm runs for the convex hull. Moreover, in this paper, UTD, S-UTD, S-UTD-CH, and UTD-CH models are compared regarding to operating frequency, distance between the obstacles, obstacle height, and computation time. This article is structured as follows. UTD based models like UTD Model, S-UTD Model, S-UTD-CH Model, and UTD-CH Model are briefly introduced in Section 2, and the simulation results are discussed and inter-compared in Section 3, followed by the Conclusions.

2. UTD BASED MODELS

In order to solve the electric field prediction problem, a lot of electromagnetic wave propagation models based on ray theoretical and numerical integration are proposed. UTD models are ray theoretical and based on ray tracing techniques. In this paper, classical UTD, S-UTD, S-UTD-CH, and UTD-CH models are briefly explained.

2.1. UTD Model

Electric field behind an obstacle is expressed in [9]

\[ E = E_i D A(s) e^{-jks} \] (1)

\( E_i \) is the incident electric field, \( D \) the diffraction coefficient, \( A \) the spreading factor, \( k \) the wave number, and \( s \) the travelling distance. The diffraction coefficient is given in [9]

\[ D = -\frac{e^{-\pi^2}}{2\sqrt{2\pi k \cos \left(\frac{\alpha}{2}\right)}} F \left[ \frac{2kL \cos \frac{\alpha^2}{2}}{2} \right] \] (2)

\( F[\cdot] \) is the transition function and given in [21]. \( L \) is the distance parameter for the diffraction coefficient. \( \alpha \) is the diffraction angle as shown in Fig. 1. \( A \) is the spreading factor, and it is expressed as

\[ A(s) = \sqrt{\frac{s_0}{s_1(s_1 + s_0)}} \] (3)

\( s_0 \) and \( s_1 \) are the propagation distance of the wave before and after the diffraction, respectively.

![Figure 1. The diffraction scene.](image)

2.2. S-UTD Model

Albeit UTD model is the fastest model in calculating electric field and coverage predicting, and it loses the accuracy in the transition region. Electric field behind an obstacle is expressed in [9]

\[ E = \left[ E_i D + \frac{\partial E_i}{\partial n} d_s \right] A(s) e^{-jks} \] (4)
where $d_s$ is the slope diffraction coefficient proposed in [9]

$$d_s = -\frac{e^{-\frac{j\pi}{4}}}{\sqrt{2\pi k}} L_s \sin(\alpha/2) \left(1 - F \left[ 2kL \cos \left( \frac{\alpha^2}{2} \right) \right] \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

$F[\cdot]$ is the transition function, $k$ the wave number, $L_s$ distance parameter for diffraction coefficient, $L_s$ the distance parameter for the slope diffraction, and $\alpha$ the diffraction angle.

2.3. S-UTD-CH Model

Because obstacle number in the scenario increases, computation time and complexity increases with using S-UTD model. In order to decrease the computation time and complexity, S-UTD-CH, combination of two well-known models which are S-UTD and CH model, model is introduced [18]. Convex hull technique is applied to eliminate the non-successive obstacle in the scenario [22]. Convex hull technique is based on ellipsoid Fresnel zone concept. The radius of the Fresnel zone has an important role in eliminating the non-successive diffracting obstacles. In the case of one obstacle elimination, elapsed time is reduced to one fifth [23].

2.4. UTD-CH Model

This model is an improved version of the UTD model by using CH model. UTD-CH Model based on Fresnel zone between the transmitter and receiver as S-UTD-CH model. By using the Fresnel zones, non-successive diffracting obstacles are excluded from the scenario as illustrated in Fig. 2. UTD-CH model gives almost the same results with UTD model as seen in the simulation parts because non-successive obstacles are excluded from the scenario.

![Figure 2. Construction of Convex hull.](image)

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Coverage maps of optimum base station location by using UTD, S-UTD, S-UTD-CH, UTD-CH models with developed program in MATLAB (2016a) environment are inter-compared according to computation time and accuracy of prediction in certain digital terrain scenario. In the simulation, a laptop having 8 GB RAM and Intel i7-5500U processor is used. For the simulation, 121-building scenario is used as depicted in Fig. 3.

Obstacles heights in the terrain scenario are distributed randomly between 19 and 21 m as illustrated in Table 1.

In order to find the optimum base station location, at first, it is assumed that the base station location is (1, 1), and coverage map is generated for this place. Then (1, 2) position is selected as the base station location, and another coverage map is generated. This process continues until all the buildings are selected as the base station location. Finally, one of the coverage maps having the highest path loss value is selected as the coverage map of the optimum base station location. 20 and 50 m distance is provided between the obstacles. Moreover, frequencies are chosen 1800 MHz and 2100 MHz, respectively. How the frequency, distance between the buildings, building height distribution effects the coverage map and computation time is analyzed.
Figure 3. The digital terrain.

Table 1. Building heights.
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3.1. Frequency Effect

In order to see the effects of frequency, the scenario in Fig. 3 is used. The distance between the buildings is 20 m. In comparison, UTD model is used. Operating frequency is selected as 1800 MHz and 2100 MHz, respectively. Firstly, 1800 MHz is selected, and the coverage map of optimum base station location is given in Fig. 4.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (6, 6) = (100 \text{ m}, 100 \text{ m})\). Path loss is decreased to \(-30 \text{ dB} \) after 10 diffractions. As the second case, the frequency is selected as 2100 MHz, and the coverage map of optimum base station location is given in Fig. 5.

As seen in Fig. 5, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (5, 3) = (80 \text{ m}, 40 \text{ m})\).

3.2. Model Effect

Used model can affect the optimum base station location and coverage map. In order to verify this assertion, the distance between the obstacles and the frequency are selected as 50 m and 2100 MHz, respectively. Firstly, UTD model runs, and the coverage map of optimum base station is generated as demonstrated in Fig. 6.

As demonstrated in Fig. 6, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (5, 3) = (200 \text{ m}, 100 \text{ m})\). Path loss is reduced to \(-30 \text{ dB} \) after several diffractions. Secondly, S-UTD model runs, and the
Figure 4. Coverage map of 1800 MHz, distance: 20 m.

Figure 5. Coverage map of 2100 MHz, distance: 20 m.

Figure 6. Coverage map of UTD Model.

Figure 7. Coverage map of S-UTD Model.

Figure 8. Coverage map of S-UTD-CH Model.

Figure 9. Coverage map of UTD-CH Model.

coverage map of optimum base station is generated as shown in Fig. 7.

As shown in Fig. 7, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (7, 5) = (300 \text{ m}, 200 \text{ m})\). Coverage map is changed completely as regard to Fig. 6 because slope terms are added in Slope UTD model. Path loss is reduced by \(-15 \text{ dB}\) at most. As the heights of obstacles are close to each other, one obstacle is the transition zone of previous one. Therefore, UTD fails in that case. As seen in Fig. 6, most of the values are smaller than \(-20 \text{ dB}\). On the contrary, as can be seen in Fig. 7, most of the values are greater than \(-5 \text{ dB}\). Third, S-UTD-CH model runs, and the coverage map of optimum base station is indicated in Fig. 8.

As indicated in Fig. 8, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (7, 5) = (300 \text{ m}, 200 \text{ m})\). S-UTD and SUTD-CH models give almost the same coverage map because there is no building elimination, and all the buildings are in the transition region of previous buildings. Finally, UTD-CH model runs, and the coverage map of optimum base station is depicted in Fig. 9.

As depicted in Fig. 9, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (5, 3) = (200 \text{ m}, 100 \text{ m})\). UTD and UTD-CH models give almost the same coverage map because there is no non-successive building in the scenario. All the buildings are in the first Fresnel zone; therefore, it cannot be excluded from the scenario.
3.3. Building Space Effect

The distance between the buildings in the scenario also affects the coverage map of optimum base station location. In order to confirm this assertion, the frequency is chosen as 1800 MHz. S-UTD model is used for comparison. Firstly, the distance between the buildings is selected as 20 m, and coverage map is generated as illustrated in Fig. 10.

As illustrated in Fig. 10, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (6, 6) = (100 \text{ m}, 100 \text{ m})\). Moreover, path loss is reduced to \(-10 \text{ dB}\) after several diffractions. At the second stage, the distance between the buildings is selected as 50 m, and the coverage map is demonstrated in Fig. 11.

As demonstrated in Fig. 11, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (7, 5) = (300 \text{ m}, 200 \text{ m})\). Due to the larger spacing between the buildings, path loss decreases to \(-15 \text{ dB}\).

3.4. Building Distribution Effect

In this case, obstacles heights in the terrain scenario are distributed randomly between 5 and 25 m as illustrated in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building heights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 15 20 18 6 6 21 24 16 7 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 11 20 5 6 19 17 16 20 19 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 19 16 13 6 21 12 17 20 7 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 15 23 21 20 6 6 6 21 24 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 20 7 7 18 11 18 20 17 20 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 25 23 6 12 12 19 17 21 12 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 21 9 13 16 9 18 15 8 21 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 9 16 6 13 7 7 21 11 17 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 19 20 14 18 7 24 8 10 21 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 13 10 5 19 14 14 17 6 11 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 7 7 6 5 13 18 20 16 7 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to highlight the effect of the building height distribution following scenario is considered. The frequency is chosen as 1800 MHz, and the distance between the obstacles is chosen as 20 m. As UTD model is run, coverage map of the optimum base station location is generated as seen in Fig. 12. As seen in Fig. 12, optimum base station location is selected as \((x, y) = (4, 5) = (60 \text{ m}, 80 \text{ m})\). Moreover, most of the path loss value of the coverage is about \(-20 \text{ dB}\). Furthermore, it is reduced to \(-45 \text{ dB}\) at most. For the same scenario, if S-UTD model is run, then the coverage map of the optimum base station location is generated as seen in Fig. 13.
As depicted in Fig. 13, the least path loss value in the coverage map is approximately the same as that in Fig. 12 because there is no slope term contribution in S-UTD model due to height variation in building heights.

3.5. Computation Time Comparison

In order to determine which model is the fastest, the scenario given in Table 2 is used. UTD based models like UTD, S-UTD, S-UTD-CH, and UTD-CH are used to make simulation, and elapsed times for the models are introduced in Table 3.

Table 3. Elapsed times of models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Elapsed Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UTD</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-UTD</td>
<td>334.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-UTD-CH</td>
<td>327.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTD-CH</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 3, UTD model generates the coverage map of optimum base station location in the shortest time. Moreover, S-UTD model is the most unwieldy model thanks to contributing slope terms. Because the building height variation is low, there is no building elimination, and S-UTD-CH and S-UTD models give approximately the same elapsed time. Furthermore, in the same way, UTD and UTD-CH models generate the coverage map in close time.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Predicting the field strength and so generating the coverage map for optimum base station location is vital to seamless communication. UTD based ray theoretical models are faster than the numerical integration based models. Next, computation complexity of UTD based models is less than the numerical ones. Then, as the variation of building height distribution is large, UTD and UTD-CH models generate the coverage map in a short time. Adding slope diffraction terms S-UTD and S-UTD-CH models requires more time than other models with higher accuracy. Moreover, if the variation of the obstacle height is small, S-UTD and S-UTD-CH models obtain approximately the same results and elapsed times due to not eliminating any obstacles. In the same way, UTD and UTD-CH models obtain approximately the same results and elapsed times. Furthermore, convex hull technique is applicable in the high variety of height distribution.
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